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Kajsa/Violet - 2019 
	

⇒ In the process, she continues to scale the heights of musical theatre 
glory. She’s an astonishing actor and singer; this is an intense - and 
intensely moving - performance of a woman seeking a miracle cure from that 
physical disability.. 
londontheatre.co.uk 
 

⇒ The latter is particularly effective in Hammarlund’s superb performance, 
contrasting as it does with the almost feral quality she gives Violet. Yet there’s 
still an unwavering faith in the potential for change, which Hammarlund plays 
not as cutely angelic, but as a fierce, fiery belief that stirs those around 
her. 
theartsdesk.com 
 

⇒ …and Hammarlund throughout the whole runtime gives a pristine 
performance, which will stick with the audiences for months to come. 
theupcoming.co.uk 
 

⇒ Kaisa Hammarlund is also impressive as the naive tomboy Violet. 
thetimes.co.uk  
 

⇒ Kaisa Hammarlund, recently Alison in Fun Home, sings impressively 
theguardian.com 
 

⇒ Hammarlund who also starred in Tesori´s Fun Home, makes a likeable 
Violet, her childish glee at movie stars and preachers both sympathetic and 
pitiable. 
thestage.co.uk  
 

⇒ As the eponymous heroine, facially disfigured in a childhood accident and now 
travelling across the heartland of 1960s America on a Greyhound bus to seek 
healing for her damaged visage, Kaisa Hammarlund is outstanding. She is 
a refreshingly different musical theatre heroine, and Hammarlund inhabits 
her fully, proving once again, after her superb work in Fun Home last year, 
that she is as impressive an actress as she is a singer. 
whatsonstage.com 
 

⇒ Kaisa Hammarlund, who starred in Fun Home at the Young Vic, again proves 
to be an actress and singer of versatility and substance, giving an 
extraordinarily layered performance in the title role. 
thereviewshub.com  
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⇒ The singing – as it usually is at this venue- is excellent with Kaisa 

Hammarlund giving the full pipes to Violet´s emotional roller coaster ride 
on the Greyhound bus. 
broadwayworld.com 
 

⇒ Most of all, though, this is Kaisa Hammarlund’s evening. A clever decision 
to keep the scarring internal allows us to concentrate on a remarkable 
performance requiring her to be on stage and singing for much of the evening. 
From the first scene we are totally engaged with her tale, hoping for her 
success. The mark of both a great performance and a well-written production. 
…and Hammarlund throughout the whole runtime gives a pristine 
performance, which will stick with the audience for months to come. 
theatremonkey.com	

	
⇒ The latter is particularly effective in Hammarlund’s superb performance, 

contrasting as it does with the almost feral quality she gives Violet. Physically, 
she’s a clear tomboy – the product of being raised on a farm by a single father 
– but more than that, there’s a learned defensiveness; her scar means she’s 
had to figure out how to throw the first punch. Yet there’s still an unwavering 
faith in the potential for change, which Hammarlund plays not as cutely 
angelic, but as a fierce, fiery belief that stirs those around her. 
theartsdesk.com 

 
⇒ A compact powerhouse, Hammarlund is, as she should be, the high 

point of Shuntaro Fujita’s co-production with Umeda Arts Theatre, Osaka. 
standard.co.uk 
 

⇒ A‘sensational performance’ from Kaisa Hammarlund with stunning 
music by Jeanine Tesori. As Violet, Hammarlund puts in a sensational 
performance, her desperation, expectation, disappointment and need for 
acceptance are all monumental. Tesori’s songs mark the difficult line between 
hopeful and despairing so beautifully, and Hammarlund is attune to every 
nuance and shift. Through Hammarlund’s interpretation, Tesori’s music 
feels almost spiritual. A diminutive figure, as Hammarlund stands alongside 
Marsh and Harvey I’m distinctly reminded of Shakespeare’s words 
from Twelfth Night: ‘though she be little, she is fierce.’ 
londonstudent.coop  

 
⇒ Kaisa Hammarlund is no shrinking Violet. She’s terrific, turning in a 

vibrant, pugnacious performance. Her Violet is a girl consumed by faith and 
born out of pain yet she’s full of confidence despite the effects of her 
debilitating and unsightly wound. I couldn’t see from my position whether she 
has been made up with a prosthetic scar or whether Fujita has left it to the 
audience’s imaginations. Either way Hammarlund is luminous, her rich 
voice full of optimism and hope.  
stage review.com 
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⇒ Great design work from Morgan Large and a strong lead performance 
from Kaisa Hammarlund make Violet an intriguing proposition at the Charing 
Cross Theatre and Hammarlund – recently in another of Tesori’s musicals Fun 
Home – is a warmly magnetic presence as the central character Violet.  
oughttobeclowns.com 

⇒ Kaisa Hammarlund immerses herself completely in the role, deftly 
balancing the young woman’s low self esteem with her plucky determination. 
Hammarlund sings the large role with compelling vocal energy, all the 
while earning the audience’s affection. In a show where the leading lady’s 
performance is crucial, Hammarlund delivers the heart of Violet in abundance. 
simonparrismaninchair.com 

 
⇒ Violet features a superb cast, led by Kaisa Hammarlund as the scarred Violet, 

giving a stunningly open performance that feels grounded and truthful. 
rewritethisstory.com 

 
⇒ In particular, Kaisa Hammarlund as the insecure Violet offers a raw but 

spirited performance, blossoming as the character develops in 
confidence. Vocally, her renditions of ‘Lay Down Your Head’ and ‘All to 
Pieces’ are two particular highlights.  
lovelondonloveculture.com 

 
⇒ Kaisa Hammarlund, as Violet, is a ball of energy. 

dailymail.co.uk 
 

⇒ Kaisa Hammarlund’s Violet is determined, awkward, desperate, troubled 
and yet confident and almost self-assured. Her vocals are powerful and 
strong throughout the show. Kaisa Hammarlund does not leave the stage 
during the 90-minute production and yet keeps high energy throughout. The 
storytelling through her whole body is fantastic and she truly embodies 
Violet through her awkwardly hunched stance and erratic movements.  
musicalmanda.site 

 
⇒ Kasia Hammarlund, after winning rave reviews in Fun Home proves she is 

more than a one-hit wonder and one of the most exciting and skilled 
talents to grace the London stage  
viewfromthecheapseats.com  
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⇒ Mixed into this slightly messy situation, Kaisa Hammarlund works 
spectacularly hard as Violet. It’s a very complex role, combining a young 
woman who feels unable to fit into her world and who’s searching for 
something better, with someone who is, on a certain level, extremely cynical. 
Her ultimately misplaced faith leads her across state borders and through the 
most unforeseen of circumstances, letting her learn about herself in the 
process. It’s not unique, but it is a catalyst for character growth. There’s a lot 
to handle, and Hammarlund takes it all on board with grace and 
confidence. 
ayoungertheatre.com 

 
⇒ Kaisa Hammarlund gives a consistently powerful performance 

throughout. Her Violet is equal parts sweet, tough, naive and worldly and she 
uses her accomplished vocal to portray each part of Violet to perfection 
allowing the audience to easily travel with her on her journey of discovery.  
westendwilma.com 

 
⇒ Violet’s leading lady, Kaisa Hammarlund, is having a comparable 

“moment” of her own, coming to Charing Cross Theatre directly from her 
role as Alison Bechdel in Fun Home at the Young Vic. As lesbian 
cartoonist Alison in Fun Home, Hammarlund showcased her cynicism and 
comedic timing; as Violet she emphasizes her vocal agility and 
emphatic nature. While this production of Violet boasts a strong 
company of voices, none stand with the same candour as 
Hammarland. 
abouttimemagazine.co.uk 

 
⇒ Performed effortlessly by Kaisa Hammarlund, who dazzled audiences as 

Alison in Fun Home,  
the730review.co.uk 
 
 

⇒ `Kajsa Hammarlund stars in a musical by Jeanine Tesori` is one of the latest 
entries on my list of phrases that will definitely get me to buy theatre tickets. I 
mean come on guys, the last time it happened was Fun Home. And that was 
an absolute triumph for both of these exceptionally talented 
women…She´s perfectly cast in the titular role: brave, honest, funny and 
heartbreakingly vulnerable with a voice that owns every note.  
viewfromthecircle.blogspot.com 
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⇒ In the lead role of Violet, Kaisa Hammarlund is simply outstanding.  Her 
interpretation of the character is faultless, while her vocal performance 
is something very special indeed.  This outwardly strong but internally 
fragile character needs to be played with subtlety and compassion, and 
Hammarlund excels in both. 
theatreweekly.com 

 
 

⇒ Kajsa Hammarlund is just magnificent as Violet. Her introverted, yet 
defensive characterisation, are all encompassing both physically and in her 
speech. There is also so much character development in her performance 
through the musical as she comes out of her shell as the journey progresses.  
myentertainmentworld.ca 

 
⇒ Kaisa Hammarlund´s Violet successfully and energetically drives the 

show forward, there is never a moment of self-indulgence, of playing victim, 
she gives us a spunky Violet full of grit, inner power and resilience. 
londontheatrreviews.co.uk 

 
⇒ Violets characterisation strikes the perfect balance between confident bravado 

and deep insecurity. Even her walk and posture capture this – not once does 
Hammarlund so much as threaten to lapse from this dynamic 
characterisation. 
playstosee.com 

 
⇒ In lesser hands, this one might so easily not come off, but leading actress, 

Kaisa Hammarlund is every bit a match for the role’s many potential 
pitfalls, and, investing it with every ounce of her energy and spirit, does 
as much as anyone could to make you believe in this sad and lonely 
woman, 
britishtheatre.com 
 

⇒ Leading the cast as Violet is Kaisa Hammarlund, who is utterly fantastic in 
this role and has the audience in the palm of her hand the entire time. 
After seeing her in Fun Home last year, I knew she was a great actress, but I 
had no idea of the powerful voice that lied underneath.  
hayleysprout.com 
 

⇒ Kaisa Hammarlund is strong as Violet- angry, feisty, vulnerable, and 
anxious and with a face, which lights the room when she smiles. She also 
has an interestingly wide and colourful vocal range, which makes her 
singing unusually impassioned. 

 sardinesmagazine.co.uk 


